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INTRODUCTION 
This manual contains important information pertinent to operator 
safety. Read this manual through before beginning operation of the 
machine.  

CARE OF THE MANUAL 

This manual must be kept for the entire life of the machine and protected against humidity and 
excessive heat. Take care not to damage this manual in any way during consultation. 
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CONDITIONS OF WARRANTY 
This product is warranted against any defect in materials and/or construction for a period of 1 
(one) year from the date of billing. The warranty consists of free-of-charge replacement or 
repair of defective component parts considered same by the Manufacturer.  

Reference to the machine serial number must be included in any requests for spare parts. If 
the serial number is not available, contact the manufacturer immediately with valid proof of 
purchase (invoice or other valid fiscal document). This warranty does not cover defects arising 
from normal wear, incorrect or improper installation, or phenomena not inherent to normal use 
and operation of the product. The manufacturer guarantees the perfect suitability of the 
materials used for packing, in terms both of composition and mechanical strength/resistance.  

The guarantee does not cover breakdowns attributable to damage suffered during shipping or 
warehousing or caused by the use of accessories not meeting manufacturer’s specifications, or 
to tampering with or repair of the product by unauthorized personnel. It is of utmost importance 
that the crates containing the machine be carefully inspected, upon delivery, in the presence of 
the shipping agent. We recommend performing inspection with extreme care, since damages 
to the crates due to shocks or dropping are not always immediately visible thanks to the shock-
absorbing capacity of today’s composite packing materials. The apparent integrity of the 
packing materials does not exclude possible damage to the goods, despite the due care taken 
by the manufacturer in packing them.  

NOTE: Regarding the above, the Manufacturer reminds the Customer that according to 
international and national laws and regulations in force the goods are shipped at the sole risk of 
the latter and, unless otherwise specified in the confirmation of order phase, the goods are 
shipped uninsured. The Manufacturer therefore declines any and all responsibility in merit of 
CLAIMS for damages due to shipping, loading and unloading, and unpacking. A product for 
which repair under guarantee is requested must be shipped to the manufacturer under the 
customer’s exclusive responsibility and at the customer’s exclusive expense and risk. In order 
to avoid damage during shipping for repairs, the manufacturer’s original packing must always 
be used. The manufacturer declines any and all responsibility for damage to vehicles on which 
recovery/recycling and recharging are performed if said damage is the result of unskillful 
handling by the operator or of failure to observe the basic safety rules set forth in the instruction 
manual. This warranty replaces and excludes any other warranty or guarantee that the seller is 
required to provide under law or contract and defines all the customer’s rights in regard of faults 
and defects and/or scarce quality in the products as purchased. 

The warranty will expire automatically at the end of the twentyfour-month period or whenever 
even one of the following occurs: failure to perform maintenance or erroneous maintenance 
procedures, use of unsuitable lubricants and/or tracer fluids, inept or improper use, repairs 
performed by unauthorized personnel  and/or with non-original spare parts, damage caused by 
shocks, fires, or other accidental events. 
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SAFETY RULES 
This machine is a piece of equipment designed to recover refrigerant (R134a  or R1234yf) 
from air conditioning systems (A/C) for vehicles.  The machine must be used by qualified 
personnel and can only be used correctly after having read this manual that also contains the 
basic safety rules listed below:   

- Wear gloves and safety glasses.   
- Do not expose to direct sunlight and rain.   
- Before doing any task check the vehicle’s operating and maintenance handbook to 

determine the type of refrigeration fluid used in the A/C system.   
- No smoking in the vicinity of the machine and while working.  
Laying-up the machine:  when not in use the machine must be stored in a specific place with 
the following characteristics:  

1. The machine must be stored in a ventilated zone also during storage. It can be avoided 
that are pit near the machine. 

2. There must be no sources of ignition such as heat sources, naked flames, sparks of 
mechanical origin (e.g. due to grinding), electrical material (especially the storage area for 
the machine is not to have any electrical power sockets that are less than 900 mm above 
floor level), stray electrical currents and cathode corrosion (check that the electrical 
distribution system conforms to the relevant legal provisions), static electricity (check the 
earth system for the premises' electricity distribution system), and lightning.  

- Use the machine away from heat sources, naked flames and/or sparks.   
- Change the filters at the intervals laid down, using only filters recommended by the 

manufacturer.  .   
Failure to comply with any of these safety rules leads to any form of guarantee for the machine 
being rendered null and void.   

Uses not allowed  
This machine may not be used for tasks not envisaged or to handle products other than 
those envisaged, or for uses other than those specified in paragraphs "Conditions of use 
envisaged". 

The following are forbidden:   

1. Using the machine with a constructive configuration that differs from that envisaged by 
the manufacturer.  

2. Using the machine in places at risk of explosion and/or fire  

3. Adding other systems and/or equipment not considered by the manufacturer in their 
working design. .   

4. Connecting the machine to energy sources other than those envisaged by the 
manufacturer.  

5. Using the commercial devices for a purpose other than that envisaged by the 
manufacturer.  

Actions not allowed on the part of the operator 
The operator tasked with operating, supervising, and maintaining the machine must not:  

1. Use the machine if they have not been trained and informed beforehand as called for 
by the law on safety in the workplace  

2. Fail to act as described in the operating instructions.  

3. Allow unauthorized people to approach and/or use the machine.  

4. Tamper with the moving and fixed guards that provide perimeter protection, thereby 
also exposing other operators and people to risks of a residual nature.  
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5. Remove or alter the safety signs (such as pictograms, warning signs, and others) on 
the machine.  

6. Use the machine without having first read and understood the behavioral, operating 
and maintenance information contained in the operating instructions.  

7. Carry out the following operations as they pose residual risks:  

 Adjust the mechanical, pneumatic, or electrical parts on the machine while it is 
working.  

 Remove the mechanical, pneumatic, or electrical parts on the machine while it is 
working.  

 Remove the protective devices for mechanical, pneumatic, or electrical parts on the 
machine while it is working.  

 Allow the machine to run when the electrical panels are open.  

These uses, that cannot be avoided by way of construction, must not be allowed.  

8. If service station fall down, or is hit, or in case of big leakage of gas:  

 an internal damage could happen, also if externally the machine seems good, and it 
is still working;  

 the machine must be taken outdoor or in a very ventilated place.  

 No fire, no smoke, no workers, no cars nearby this service station. 

 The service station must be fully tested by a trained technician before to be used 
again. 

 

GAS ANALYZER VERIFICATION 

After the gas analyzer found a contaminated refrigerant it’s necessary to verify the correct 
functioning of the analyzer itself. 

Procure a bottle of refrigerant R134a or R1234yf, depending of the requirement 

From MAINTENANCE, select BOTTLE FILLING,  

 The following screen will be displayed (dispay 7”): 

 

Then after few seconds the following screen will be displayed: 

 

WARNING  
The employer (or safety manager) is obliged to see to it that the machine is not 
used in an improper manner, putting the health of the operator and people 
exposed first. 
The operator is obliged to inform their employer (or the system safety manager) 
if there is a danger of improper use of the machine since, as an instructed 
person, the operator is responsible for the use that is to be made of the 
machine. 

                                     BOTTLE FILLING 

GAS ANALYSIS 

 

Preparing gas analysis 

Please wait… 

BOTTLE FILING 
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Connect and open analyzer coupler to vapor side of external bottle and open the vapor valve, 
press OK to continue 

 

From MAINTENANCE, select BOTTLE FILLING  

The following screen will be displayed (dispay 5”): 

 

Then after few seconds the following screen will be displayed: 

 

Connect and open analyzer coupler to vapor side of external bottle and open the vapor valve, 
press OK to continue 

 

 

The machine will test the purity of the refrigerant from bottle. 

If the result of the test is OK, it means that the gas analyzer is working properly; elsewhere, if 
after 3 test the results is CONTAMINATED GAS, it means that the gas analyzer isn’t working 
correctly, and it is necessary to call the technical service for assistance. 

                                    BOTTLE FILLING 

connect and open analyzer  coupler to the vapour side of the 

external bottle and open the vapour valve, then press OK to 

continue 

2 valve bottle 1 valve bottle 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
Overall dimensions: 

Height: 220 mm  

Width:  100 mm  

Depth:  250 mm  

Weight:  2 kg  

Operating temperature 10/50°C  

Storage temperature -25/+50°C 

               FIG. 1 

 

R134a or R1234yf 
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GAS ANALYZER  
NOTE: Update the last software version before install the gas analyzer (only if the update is 
present in a USB memory with the analyzer). 

Operate as shows in the “Software update”  

The GAS ANALYZER for R134a or R1234yf can be installed by the operator.  

Warning: in the machine we can find the display 7” or display 5”; display 7” is a touch screen 
and the buttons are present in the display itself, with display 5” the buttons are present in the 
keyboard and to select the icons is necessary use the arrows and press OK (in figure example 
of keyboard and display 5”) 

 

Operate as follows. 

INSTALLATION OF GAS ANALYZER  

1) Fix the bracket with the 2 screws in the side 
2) Insert the male connector inside the female connector of the machine with display 

7” or the machine with display 5”, pay attention that the male guide fits the female 
guide. Screw the connector using the knurled nut (ref. figure 3 and 4). 

3) Put in the gas analyzer (by the special hook), inside the bracket on the side of the 
Service Unit (ref. figure 5). 

 

ACTIVATE THE GAS ANALYZER  

To activate the GAS ANALYZER (display 7”) operate as follows: 

1) Turn on the machine, select SETUP and then OPTIONS. The display will show:  
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2) Insert the Options Access Code: 43210791 and press OK. 

 

3) Activate the GAS ANALYZER pressing the ON key  and then press OK. The 
display will show: 

 

4) Insert the code analyzer code (the analyzer code is in a plate present on Analyzer itself) 
and press OK. 

 

 

Press BACK.  
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To activate the GAS ANALYZER (display 5”) operate as follows: 

1) Switch on the machine, select with arrows SETUP and then OPTIONS. The display 
will show:  

 

2) Insert the Options Access Code: 43210791 and press OK. 

 

 

3) Activate the GAS ANALYZER, with arrows position itself and then press OK. The 
display will show: 
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5) Insert the code analyzer code (the analyzer code is in a plate present on Analyzer itself) 
and press OK. 

 

 

6) Press BACK. 

CHECKING THE CORRECT ACTIVATION 

1) From the MAIN MANU’ (display 7”), press the MANUAL KEY. 

 

2) If the GAS IDENTIFICATION ICON is present, the activation was correct done. 

3) Turn OFF the machine, and wait 20 seconds before switch on again. 

 

1) From the MAIN MANU’ (display 5”), press the MANUAL KEY. 
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2) If the GAS IDENTIFICATION ICON is present, the activation was correct done. 

3) Swtch OFF the machine, and wait 20 seconds before switch ON again. 

 

The GAS ANALYZER is now ready for use.  

DEACTIVATE THE GAS ANALYZER 

For technical reasons, the gas analyzer can be deactivated. Operate as follows (display 7”) : 

1) Turn on the machine, select SETUP and then OPTIONS. The display will show:  

 

2) Insert the Options Access Code: 43210791 and press OK. 

 

3) Deactivate the GAS ANALYZER pressing the OFF key and then press OK. The 
display will show: 
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4) Insert the code analyzer code (the analyzer code is in a plate present on Analyzer 
itself) and press OK. 

 

5) Press BACK. 

 

The GAS ANALYZER is now deactivate. 

 

 For technical reasons, the gas analyzer can be deactivated. Operate as follows (display 5”) : 

1) Turn on the machine, select SETUP and then OPTIONS. The display will show:  

 

 

2) Insert the Options Access Code: 43210791 and press OK. 
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3) Deactivate the GAS ANALYZER, with arrows position itself and then press OK. The 
display will show: 

 

4) Insert the code analyzer code (the analyzer code is in a plate present on Analyzer 
itself) and press OK. 

 

5) Press BACK. 
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The GAS ANALYZER is now deactivate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.2 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.3 
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FIG.4 

 

 
 
 

FIG.5 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

( c )  

 

X2 

( b )  

 

X2 

X2 
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AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL PROCEDURE 
Connect the hoses to the A/C system with the quick-connect couplings bearing in mind that 
BLUE must be connected to the low-pressure side and RED to high pressure. If the A/C 
system is equipped with a single quick-connect coupling for high or low pressure, connect only 
the relative hose. 

Start the vehicle engine and switch on the air conditioner. Allow both to run for about 5 to 10 
minutes with the passenger compartment fan at full speed. Switch off the vehicle engine.  

The Gas Analizer can work with Automatic procedure or Manual procedure 

From the MAIN MENU (display 7”): 

 

From the MAIN MENU (display 5”): 

 

 

Select the AUTOMATIC Procedure or MANUAL  Procedure, the following screen is displayed 
the istructions to follow  

START AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL PROCEDURE  

After selected the procedure chosen, press OK to continue, the following screen will be 
displayed (display 7”): 

 

Type the plate of the car, press OK to confirm. BACK to return back. 

AUTOMATIC MANUAL SETUP 

CALIBRATION MAINTENANCE DATA 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

Inset vehicle 

Plate number: 
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NOTE: the numerical keys include an alphabet that is used similar to text messaging; for 
example: press “2” once to display “A”, twice to display “B”, three time for “C”, four time for “2”. 

The SUMMARY SCREEN will be displayed (with AUTOMATIC Procedure only) 

 

In this case, press OK to confirm the displayed values and start the procedure, BACK to return 
back. 

The following screen will be displayed: 

 

Connect the LP coupling of the external analyzer to the A/C system, then press OK, press 
BACK to return back 

NOTE: The machine will test the purity of the refrigerant gas in the A/C system before 
beginning recovery. Contaminated refrigerant cannot be recovered, since it would contaminate 
all the refrigerant contained in the storage bottle. Purity testing is conducted after a sample of 
the refrigerant gas to be analyzed is taken. 

 

The following screen is displayed: 

 

Open gas analyzer coupling the press OK to begin analysis. 

In the case the refrigerant gas contained in the A/C system does not meet the required purity 
standards, the machine will conduct a second test and a third test. If all the three test fails: 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

VACUUM TIME 

GAS FILLING (LP) 

OIL INJECTION 

TRACER-DYE 

 

Press OK to start the procedure 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

Connect analyzer coupling 

to low side of A/C system 

without open it  

then press OK 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

GAS ANALYSIS 

Test 1 

Please wait… Please wait… 

GAS ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS.. 

        RECOVERY/RECYCLING 

 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

Open gas analyzer coupling 

then press OK to begin analysis 

TIME OF CHECK 

CONNECTION MODE 

PLATE NUMBER CG 779 85 
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After few minutes, the machine will sound an alarm and display the following screen: 

 

Close and disconnect HP and LP coupling from A/C system, then press OK to continue. 

The cause of the fail could be:  

“00001” Error #1:  The air or gas readings were unstable.  

 Solution:  Move the unit away from sources of EMF or RFI such as radio transmitters 
and arc welders. 

“00002” Error #2:  The air or gas readings were excessively high.   

 Solution:  Move the unit away from sources of EMF or RFI such as radio transmitters 
and arc welders.  

“00003” Error #3:  The air calibration resulted in a low output.  

 Solution:  Prevent refrigerant from flowing into the unit through the sample inlet during 
air calibration. 

 Solution:  Allow any refrigerant in the atmosphere to dissipate before performing air 
calibration  

“00004” Error #4:  The unit is beyond the operating temperature range  

 Solution:  Move the unit to an area where the ambient temperature is within the 
specified operating range. 

“00005” Error #5:  The refrigerant sampled has an excessively large amount of air or there was 
little or no sample flow due to plugged sample line gas analyzer filter. This is the code to 
prompt the user to change the filters.  This should be considered more as a prompt than an 
actual error. 

 Solution:  Verify the coupler valve is open. 

 Solution:  Verify the gas analyzer filters are not plugged with debris or oil 

 Solution:  Replace gas analyzer filters 

Or the problem could be a CONTAMINATED REFRIGERANT; the user could operate as 
described into the “PURGE CONTAMINATED REFRIGERANT” paragraph of “SAFETY 
RULES”, or could follow the instruction from the display: 

. 

The following screen will be displayed: 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

GAS ANALYSIS 

Test 1 Failed 

Test 2 Failed 

Test 3 Failed 

 

Please wait… 

GAS ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS.. 

        RECOVERY/RECYCLING 

 

        RECOVERY/RECYCLING 

 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

ERROR#1 

Close and disconnect 

HP and LP coupling 

from A/C system 

Press OK 
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Close and disconnect analyzer coupling and press ESC 

NOTE: Use another machine to extract the contaminated gas from A/C system. 

NOTE: After the Gas Analyzer  found a contaminated refrigerant it’s necessary to verify the 
correct functioning of the analyzer itself, see “GAS ANALYZER VERIFICATION” paragraph of 
the “SAFETY RULES” chapter. 

If the refrigerant is PURE the machine will display the following screen: 

 

In this case only, the following phase will start, these will be introduced by suittable screens. 

 

After selected the procedure chosen, press OK to continue, the following screen will be 
displayed (display 5”): 

 

Type the plate of the car, press OK to confirm. BACK to return back. 

NOTE: the numerical keys include an alphabet that is used similar to text messaging; for 
example: press “2” once to display “A”, twice to display “B”, three time for “C”, four time for “2”. 

The SUMMARY SCREEN will be displayed (with AUTOMATIC Procedure only) 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 

        RECOVERY/RECYCLING 

 

GAS ANALYSIS 

  

 

Test 2 OK 

 

 

Please wait… 

 

GAS ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS.. 

GAS CONTAMINATED 

Close and disconnect analyzer 

coupling and press ESC 
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In this case, press OK to confirm the displayed values and start the procedure, BACK to return 
back. 

The following screen will be displayed: 

 

Connect the LP coupling of the external analyzer to the A/C system, then press OK, press 
BACK to return back 

NOTE: The machine will test the purity of the refrigerant gas in the A/C system before 
beginning recovery. Contaminated refrigerant cannot be recovered, since it would contaminate 
all the refrigerant contained in the storage bottle. Purity testing is conducted after a sample of 
the refrigerant gas to be analyzed is taken. 

 

The following screen is displayed: 
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Open gas analyzer coupling the press OK to begin analysis. 

In the case the refrigerant gas contained in the A/C system does not meet the required purity 
standards, the machine will conduct a second test and a third test. If all the three test fails: 

 

After few minutes, the machine will sound an alarm and display the following screen 

 

Close and disconnect HP and LP coupling from A/C system, then press OK to continue. 

The cause of the fail could be:  

“00001” Error #1:  The air or gas readings were unstable.  

 Solution:  Move the unit away from sources of EMF or RFI such as radio transmitters 
and arc welders. 

“00002” Error #2:  The air or gas readings were excessively high.   

 Solution:  Move the unit away from sources of EMF or RFI such as radio transmitters 
and arc welders.  

“00003” Error #3:  The air calibration resulted in a low output.  

 Solution:  Prevent refrigerant from flowing into the unit through the sample inlet during 
air calibration. 

 Solution:  Allow any refrigerant in the atmosphere to dissipate before performing air 
calibration  

“00004” Error #4:  The unit is beyond the operating temperature range  

 Solution:  Move the unit to an area where the ambient temperature is within the 
specified operating range. 

“00005” Error #5:  The refrigerant sampled has an excessively large amount of air or there was 
little or no sample flow due to plugged sample line gas analyzer filter. This is the code to 
prompt the user to change the filters.  This should be considered more as a prompt than an 
actual error. 

 Solution:  Verify the coupler valve is open. 

 Solution:  Verify the gas analyzer filters are not plugged with debris or oil 
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 Solution:  Replace gas analyzer filters 

Or the problem could be a CONTAMINATED REFRIGERANT; the user could operate as 
described into the “PURGE CONTAMINATED REFRIGERANT” paragraph of “SAFETY 
RULES”, or could follow the instruction from the display: 

. 

The following screen will be displayed: 

 

Close and disconnect analyzer coupling and press ESC 

NOTE: Use another machine to extract the contaminated gas from A/C system. 

NOTE: After the Gas Analyzer  found a contaminated refrigerant it’s necessary to verify the 
correct functioning of the analyzer itself, see “GAS ANALYZER VERIFICATION” paragraph of 
the “SAFETY RULES” chapter. 

If the refrigerant is PURE the machine will display the following screen: 

 

 

In this case only, the following phase will start, these will be introduced by suittable screens. 
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MAINTENANCE 

FILTER REPLACEMENT  

 

Remove transparent protection (ref 2, Fig.6) 

 Carefully pull the filter out of its mounting clip (ref i, Fig.6) 

 Note the direction of the arrow  on the filter.  

 Replace with a new filter (ref i, Fig.7) making sure the arrow is facing the same 
direction.  

 Reassemble transparent protection (ref 2, Fig.7) 

FIG. 6 

2 

i 

FIG. 7 

i 

2 
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Reconnect the machine to the electrical supply and switch on (display 7”). 

 From MAIN MENU select MAINTENANCE: 

 

 press DOWN ARROW to visualize the second page of the MAINTENANCE MENU: 

 

 select RESET ANALYZER COUNTER: 

 

 Enter the RESET CODE from the spare pair filters box, then press OK to confirm,: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSERT THE CODE 

TO REMOVE 

ANALYZER FILTER BLOCK 

 

MAINTENANCE 

EMPTY HOSES 

 

  

BOTTLE FILLING 

 

SELF TEST 

 

TEST N2 / H2+H2 

 

A/C SYSTEM FLUSHING 

CHANGE DRIER FILTER 

 
A/C PRESSURES CHECKS 

 

FLUSHING HOSES 

 

MAINTENANCE   

AIR PURGE MANUAL 

 

SERVICES ARCHIVE 

 

RESET ANALYZER COUNTER 

 

MAINTENANCE  

 

CODE ACCEPTED 

Analyzer filter counter reset 

 

MAINTENANCE   
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RESET ANALYZER FILTER COUNTER is now successfully completed. Reconnect the 
machine to the electrical supply and switch on (display 5”). 

 From MAIN MENU select MAINTENANCE, press DOWN ARROW to visualize the 
second page of the MAINTENANCE MENU: 

 

 select RESET ANALYZER COUNTER: 

 

 press OK to proced with filter substitution or press BACK to exit: 

 

 the following screen will be displayed  

 

 replace the cover: 
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 Enter the RESET CODE from the spare pair filters box, then press OK to confirm,: 

 

 

RESET ANALYZER FILTER COUNTER is now successfully completed.  

 

 

 

 

NOTE - spare part code: 

gas analyzer filter    [FLT5506] 

sample line gas analyzer filter  [FLT8010] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


